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idea that you might mean that (though I still think the reading
will bear either construction) lias given me much pain; for I
know I answered yours intemperately, and in a mortal rage.
I meant to have enclosed yours, and begged of you to return
mine, but I cannot find it, and am sure that some one to whom
I have been induced to show it, has taken it away. However,
as my troubles on that subject were never like to wear to an
end, I could no longer resist telling you that I am extremely
vexed about it. I desire not a renewal of our former intimacy,
for haply, after what I have written, your family would not
suffer it; but I wish it to be understood that, when we meet
by chance, we might shake hands, and speak to one another as
old acquaintances, and likewise that we may exchange a letter
occasionally, for I find there are many things which I yearn to
communicate to you, and the tears rush to my eyes when I con-
sider that I may not.
If you allow of this, pray let me know, and if you do not,
let me know. Indeed, I am anxious to hear from you, for " as
the day of trouble is with me, so shall my strength be." To be
friends from the teeth forwards is common enough; but it
strikes me that there is something still more ludicrous in the
reverse of the picture, and so to be enemies — and why should
I be, from the teeth forwards, yours sincerely,
james hogg?
Scott's reply was, as Hogg says, "a brief note, telling
him to think no more of the business, and come to break-
fast next morning." The misunderstanding being thus
closed, they appear to have counselled and cooperated
together in the most cordial fashion, in disciplining their
rural allies for the muster of Carterhaugh — the Duke of
Buccleuch's brother-in-law, the Earl of Home, Laving
appointed the Shepherd his Lieutenant over the Yarrow
Band, while the Sheriff took under his special cognizance
the Sutors9 i. e., shoemakers, of Selkirk — for so the bur-
gesses of that town have for ages styled themselves, aud
under that denomination their warlike prowess in days
of yore has been celebrated in many an old ballad, be-
sides the well-known one which begins with

